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About This Game

Evolo.SpiderSim is an exciting real-time strategy game with sandbox elements.
Collect resources, build new creatures and buildings. Develop your underground colony of spiders!

Control your creatures, explore new territories and create your own unique colony.

If you like thoughtful and complex sandboxes, you are not afraid to immerse yourself in the mechanics of this game, then you
will be satisfied.

Welcome to the world of Evolo. Chaotic world of evolution.
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No issues with this title. Plays great.. So when nexon cancelled the game we all were super mad. But after years of waiting, it is
on steam. I used to love to play this game and it is back.. Update: I just want to point out this review was made 2 years ago...

Final update: after what seems like forever the developer have decided to make the game "Free" which is there way of saying
we are giving up but we aren't. After the horrible mismanagement not only in development, but also in the PR aspect I would
Highly recommend NEVER dealing with this Developer for anything.

While this game is fun, it is very much unfinished. Many of the promised feature are not there. There is hardly anything in the
game right now. This would not be a big deal for me being that it is early access, however there has not been a update or any
progress in months. The dev have either secretly abandoned the game, or have a very poor work effort. They constantly claim
they want to wait to have something big or finished before they update the game, but in the amount of time its been since there
has been a update there is no reason why a large portion of the game hasn\u2019t been finished. So for now even with a 90%
off coupon I would avoid this game. Even if the dev released an update at this point I probably would not change my opinion
until its actually released with the content promised because at this point that will either be never or in 2050.. A great purchase!
I got this on sale for roughly $8 USD and I cannot say it wasn't worth it, this is a great budget C172 for VFR flying, this can also
do some IFR flying but is best for VFR. Highly Recommended.

Pros & Cons

Pros:
Great virtual cockpit.
Great VC textures.
Great exterior model.
Fully moving parts.
Good exterior textures.
Good selection of liveries.
Model with gear fairings, and without.
Very fun to fly.
Good flight dynamics.

Cons:
No autopilot.

Overall I give this a 9.5\/10. Great purchase. Like I said, this is highly recommended.. Would be worth the money if it worked.
It doesn't though, I've tried it on three computers now and on each one there was some bug that made it worthless.. Took me a
little too long before I realised this was an Alexey Pajitnov (Mr Tetris!) simulator.

Why is the calendar from 1984? Why is there a gameboy on the shelf? Why are there tetris blocks flying from the sky outside?
All became clear once I stopped thinking and allowed the Diorama to take hold.

Charming escapist experience!. Game sucks♥♥♥♥♥ Devs lied about making game better. Do not buy EVER!. What a great
game. A few beers, sit around and yell about how magnificent you are. And it goes fast, so even better for drinking. What I'm
trying to say is, this game is gorgeous, it sounds great, and it gets me drunk. Really good and drunk.

10/10, would drink again.. Fun game, Has potential. Spooked the\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665outta me seeing a
zombie come from behind or a corner. The only wacky thing about this game are the controls. But you will get use to it overtime
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i liked this game. its amazing, its cheap, it's random, and i love it. Really good and funny game, very good control of the jetpack
work like a charm in my 2 VR rigs (fx9590, 32gb ddr3, gtx780ti, vive, win 8.1 and phenom 1055t@3200 8gb ddr3@1600
gtx660 win 7x64 so no ASW working), i buyed at normal price and i dont regret, but for 3.74??? put your thief mask and steal it
to the developer NOW!!! :D. fun little game, cartoon graphics and cartoon handling, better than mario kart imo. only thing that
lets it down is the grind to unlock the other cars.

9/10. Even though some people might think this is just a waste of money, it is honestly pretty cool. It shows you the thought
process on making the cosmetics and characters and in my opinion, is good for it's price. It also helps the developers work more
on the game!. It's a really fun game, the mechanics are great and it's quite uniquely placed as a provider for fun arcadey helo
combat with plenty of American and Russian birds to mess around with.

There are problems, a fair few of them.

- It's ugly, it's really ugly, looks like a late PS2 or early PS3 game, now that can be forgiven to a certain point, I'm perfectly
happy to ignore graphical weakness but you might not be able to.
- If you want to play singleplayer or coop, a lot of the missions just don't function... correctly when you use the "play until
victory" mode.
- The singleplayer\/coop missions feel like they just lifted the multiplayer maps out, messed about with the mechanics very
slightly and called it a day. There are no enemy AI helos just ground targets and objectives which is fine enough but there isn't
enough variety in them to really sustain a game with no threat beyond getting obliterated by muzzle flashes and missiles.

If you want to play PVP multiplayer, which I don't really and haven't done so yet, then I'd imagine this game will be fine for
you, otherwise I might give it a miss.. nothing like subnautica, not an open world. i found it boring and not much point.. You
come off as surviving a spaceship crash. You are the only hope for a lost legion of space explorers trying to find a new world.
There's a lot of great puzzles to solve and vast array of mazes in ruins to venture thru. It's exhilarating yet scary. I'll be honest: I
was feeling very tense just venturing thru the caves and ruins. But still, what an amazing expedition I endured.

The game always has challenge that change all the time. The design is really well made. The use of Unreal Engine 4 make it look
so realistic that you are literally on another world. Overall, it's fantastic. It could be made more replayable and more dynamic if
some DLC (i.e. new campaign\/stories\/chapters, expansion pack, etc.) was added, but otherwise it's pretty good.. Not really
feeling the game. The controls are pretty bad, and trying to fight against the controls is not something I want to do right now..
This game looks exactly how the First Person Shooters would look like, if they existed back in 1980 :p

The developer calls it "minimalistic", i call it "awful".

It uses like 4 colors or something?

Also, i don't know why in the settings menu when you move the "graphics" slider, it changes the volume of the music instead... I
guess that is part of the high class minimalistic game design too :)

I totally recommended it to be played "minimized", as its name suggests.... I cannot play this game (any from UBERMOSH
series) for more than 3 minutes at once (also for week).
For whole life I will not be able to do 90% of achievements inside.

But i like it,
Style also,
and Music to.
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